
 

 

Minutes of the Financial Council 

July 5, 2018 

 

 

Present: Bing Johnson, Sarah McNeill, Jeannine Varenhorst, Liz Purcell, Rev. Terre Balof, Elizabeth 

Branstead, Becky Turner 

 

 

Financial Reports —- The FC reviewed the financial reports.  It was noted that cash is low.  Bing dis-

cussed the problem of predicting our pledge income between now and the end of the year.   

 

New DRE —- Bing has committed to $1000 overage in the  2018 DRE budget to pay for the overlap be-

tween the current DRE and the incoming DRE.  The overlap is necessary for continuity and orientation. 

The money will come from Trading Post.  Terre pointed out that we might be able to reduce the budget 

for the new DRE in 2019 by decreasing hours and salary if the experience level of the new DRE is lower. 

 

Fund Raising -  The Belk Fundraiser income is higher than expected.  It was noted that we are probably 

not getting as much from Amazon Affiliates as we could because congregants don’t always use the link 

that ties their purchases to the rewards program that benefits UUFC.  Sarah will talk to Petra and see if 

there is a way to make it easier for people to use the rewards link. 

 

Becky’s Summer Leave of Absence —- Becky reviewed with the FC how she will work remotely  this 

summer and how responsibilities that require a physical presence will be handled. 

 

HVAC money — There was a discussion about how to handle the four thousand dollars left in the HVAC 

fund which was raised last summer.  The intention is to save that money for the projected failures of the 

remaining old units.  At the present, the four thousand is not in an income generating fund.  It was agreed 

by the FC that if the money is pooled with our other investments, there is a risk of losing sight of what 

that money was designated for, and therefore  we will forgo investing it so it will remain separate from 

our other funds. 

 

Safety Committee -  The FC approved the money requested by the Safety Committee with the understand-

ing that the money budgeted for the AED be used instead for a new back door. 

 

2019 Budget — All committees have made their 2019 requests.  Bing will make a rough 2019 budget.  

Pledge Drive strategies were discussed.  It was agreed that setting the target increase of 3%-4% is most 

realistic.   

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Liz Purcell 

 

 

 

 


